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Abstract  

 We included the notion of degree of any vertex of fuzzy graph, metric in fuzzy graph and distance 

between any two vertices in fuzzy graph. Further we introduce two independent theorems which 

are fuzzy version of classical graph theory.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Fuzzy logic has developed into a large and deep subject. Zadeh [7 ] addresses the terminology and stresses that 

fuzzy graphs are a generalization of the calculi of crisp graphs. Several other formulation of fuzzy graph problems 

have appeared in the literature. Koczy also gives a taxonomy of fuzzy graphs. 

 

Graph theory has numerous application to problems in system analysis, operations research, transportation and 

economics. In many cases, however, some aspects of a graph theoretic problem may be uncertain. For example the 

vehicle travel time or vehicle capacity on a road network may not be known exactly .In such cases, it is natural to 

deal with the uncertainty using fuzzy set theory. 

 

In [10]  Rosendfeld and Yeh and Beng independently developed the theory of fuzzy graph. A fuzzy graph is a pair 

G:(σ, µ), where σ is a fuzzy subset of V and µ is fuzzy relation on V such that, µ (uv) ≤ σ (u) Λ σ (v) for all u,v ε 

V where σ: V → [0,1] and µ: V × V → [0,1]. 
 

In this paper we have discussed the notion of degree of any vertex of fuzzy graph, metric in fuzzy graph and 

distance between any two vertices in fuzzy graph. Further we introduced two independent theorems which are fuzzy 

version of classical graph theory.  

Definition and main results 

Definition 2.1 When a vertex σ (��) is an end vertex of some edges µ (��, �) of any fuzzy graph G:(σ, µ) . Then σ 

(��) and µ (�� , �) are said to be incident  to each other . 
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Example 2.1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

Fig. 1 

 

 

In this diagram µ (��, ��),	µ (��, ��) and µ (��, ��) are incident on σ (��) 

Definition 2.2 The degree of any vertex  σ (��) of a fuzzy graph is sum of degree of membership of  all those edges 

which are incident on vertex σ (��).And is denoted by ��σ	���)	) . 

 Example2.2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Degree of vertex σ (��) =   of degree of membership of all those edges which are  incident on   

                                          a  vertex σ (��) 

                                             =  µ (��, ��) + µ (��, ��) = 0.7 i. e. ��σ	���)	) = 0.7 

Theorem 2.1 If G:(σ, µ) is a fuzzy graph with �: ��, �). Then  

   ∑ �[σ	��)	] = 2∑ µ	��� , ���)�
� �

�
� � = Twice the sum of degree of membership of (�� , ���). 

σ (��) 

μ (��, ��) μ (��, ��) 

μ (��, ��) 

μ (��, ��) 

σ (��) σ (��) 

σ (��) 

 

Fig. 2 

σ (��)=0.5 

μ (��, ��)=0.4 
μ (��, ��)=0.3 

σ (��)=0.7 σ (��)=0.9 

μ (��, ��)=0.6 
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   Where σ	��)is degree of all vertices � and µ	��� , ���) is degree of membership �� , ��� ∈ �. 

Proof:   Since  G:(σ, µ) is a fuzzy graph of the graph  �: ��, �), then consider n vertices 

σ	��), σ	��), σ	��) ……… , σ	��) of fuzzy graph G:(σ, µ). Since each edges are incident on two vertices then by 

the definition of degree of any vertex of fuzzy graph, the sum of the degree of vertices in fuzzy graph G:(σ, µ) is 

twice the degree of membership of edges in �: ��, �). Thus  

      ∑ �[σ	��)	] = 2∑ µ	��� , ���)�
� �

�
� �  

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Example 2.3 consider a fuzzy graph G:(σ, µ)  with �: ��, �) as  

   

 

 

 

 

 

                                         Fig. 4 

Here 		�[σ	��)] = 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.4 = 1.0 

          d[σ	��)] = 0.3 + 0.5 + 0.2 = 1.0 

          �[σ	��)] = 0.3 + 0.6 = 0.9 

          d[σ	��)] = 0.6 + 0.7 + 0.5 + 0.4 = 2.2 

         d[σ	�.)] = 0.4 + 0.7 = 1.1 

This implies that  ∑ �[σ	��)	] = 1.0 + 1.0 + 0.9 + 2.2 + 1.1.
� �  

                                                     = 6.2 

i.e.                       ∑ �[σ	��)	] = 6.2.
� �         ………………………………………………(i) 

And it is clear that ∑ µ	���, ��� = 0.2 + 0.3 + 0.6 + 0.5 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 0.7 = 3.1.
� �  

i.e.                            ∑ µ	��� , ��� = 3.1.
� �    …………………………………………….(ii) 

this implies         2∑ µ	��� , ���) = 2�3.1) = 6.2.
� �  ……………………..…………….(iii) 

 By (i) and (ii) we have 

                              ∑ �[σ	��)	] = 2∑ µ	��� , ���)�
� �

�
� �  

0.2 σ	��) = 0.6 
σ	��) = 0.5 

0.4 

σ	�.) = 0.8 σ	��) = 0.9 

0.7 

0.4 

0.

σ	��) = 0.7 

0.6 

0.5 
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Definition 2.3 Let  G:(σ, µ) is a fuzzy graph of the graph  �: ��, �), then the distance �1σ	��), σ	2�34 between two 

of its vertices σ	��)	and σ	2�3 is the length of shortest path between them , i.e .   

�1σ	��), σ	2�34 = 567[∑ µ	��� , �)�,�∈∧  

 

Example 2.4  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this fuzzy graph , there is two path between σ	��) and σ	��) 

i) {µ	��, �), µ	��, �) 
ii) {	µ	��, �), µ	��, �), µ	��, �)} 

But  i) is the shortest path between σ	��) and σ	��). 

Hence the distance between the vertices σ	��) and σ	��) is given as 

 �[σ	��), σ	��)] = {µ	��, �) + µ	��, �) 
                            	= 0.4 + 0.2 

i.e         �[σ	��), σ	��)] = 0.6 

Definition 2.4 Let  G:(σ, µ) is a fuzzy graph of the graph  �: ��, �), then a function 

                �: ;< × ;< → [0,∞] is said to be metric in fuzzy graph if it satisfied the following condition’s 

i) �{=��), =�)} > 0			6?=��) ≠ =�)	for all	=��), =�) ∈ ;<  

ii) �{=��), =�)} = 0			6?=��) = =�)	for all	=��), =�) ∈ ;<  

iii) �{=��), =�)} = 0		�{=A�), =A��)}		 where =A��)	6B	CDEFGHEH7I	D? =��). 
                       = �{=�), =��)}	 Since =A��) = =��) 

iv) �{=��), =�J)} ≤ �{=��), =�)} + �{=�), =�J)} where  =�) lie between =��) and =�J). 

Theorem 2.2 Let G:(σ, µ) be a connected fuzzy graph with �: ��, �), then distance between vertices is metric in 

fuzzy graph 

σ	��)
= 0.7 

μ	��, �)
= .4 

μ	��, �)
= .4 

μ	��, �)
= .3 

σ	��)
= .8 

σ	��)
= .8 

σ	��)
= .9

μ	��, �)
= .7
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Proof:  Since G:(σ, µ) is a connected fuzzy graph with �: ��, �), then we have to show that distance between 

vertices  of these fuzzy graph is metric , for this let �: ;< × ;< → [0,∞]  Then the condition (i) and (ii) is 

obvious from the definition of  distance on fuzzy graph. Now , since distance �1σ	��), σ	2�34 is the length of 

the shortest path between σ	��) and σ	2�3 this path can not be longer than a path between σ	��) and σ	2�3 , 
which goes through another vertex σ	�L). 

Hence  �{=��), =�J)} ≤ �{=��), =�)} + �{=�), =�J)} 

This completes the proof of the theorem.  

Summary and conclusion:-  We have discussed degree of  any vertex of fuzzy graph and distance of fuzzy graph . 

The notion of  metric in fuzzy graphs were also  discussed. Further we introduced two independent theorems which 

are fuzzy version of classical graph theory. 
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